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Penthouse residents sophomore Tony Tozer and junior Tim Henderson box one another early last Friday morning as PA looks on.
Fight Nights like this occured several times across campus. Administration said they have stopped the boxing.

Floor boxing banned
BY WESLEY ENGLISH
CO-EDITOR

A

dministrators
said
on
Wednesday they have shut
down unsanctioned boxing
matches held in Wengatz and
Morris Halls.
Fourth floor of Samuel Morris
Hall, known as Penthouse, held
regular "Fight Nights" at 12 a.m.
on Fridays during September.
Residents expressing a desire to
box put on gloves and sometimes
mouthpieces. They boxed three
rounds lasting 30 to 60 seconds
each, touching gloves when they
finished as a sign of respect for
each other. The PAs, who
watched but didn't fight, said
they would stop the boxing if it
got out of control.
Residents of Wengatz held
a boxing match earlier this year
in the laundry room. Boxers
wore gloves and headgear
and fought for an indefinite
amount of time. One student
acted as a referee to keep the

fighting from getting out
of hand.
Administrators worry about the
physical
safety
of
the
students involved.
According to Joseph A. Parker,
a boxing coach at Indianapolis
Boxing Club, public amateur
boxing matches implement
stricter safety protocols than the
precautions taken by residents of
Morris and Wengatz.
Their standards require boxers
to wear head gear, mouthpieces
and hand bandages. A doctor
stands ringside, ready to treat
injuries as soon as they happen.
Coaches also play an important
role in helping the boxer to
remain uninjured by providing
instruction throughout the match.
Stretching and shadow boxing a
few rounds prior to the match
prepares the body for the stressful physical event, helping to
preventing injuries. The single
most effective prevention of
injury, according to Parker,
is training.

Two men box at Penthouse Fight Night. Trained boxers fight in
weight classes but these men are not in the same weight class.

The Wengatz and Morris boxing matches fail to meet many of
these safety standards.
The Health Center treated no
boxing related injuries since
school started, according to
Maxine Hughs, director of health
and
wellness
services.
Unreported injuries did occur in
both dorms.
As reported by witnesses,
injuries included a split lip, a

black-eye and bloody noses.
"We had a couple bloody noses,
but you get that with intramural
football," said Wengatz resident
Jason Ramsland.
Boxers experienced more serious injuries than bloody noses.
"I got all dizzy after the first
punch and didn't really know
what was going on after that,"
one Penthouse freshman said.
‘Boxing’ cont’d on page 2

his summer, Taylor will lose
one of its most recognized
and liked personalities, as Dean
of Students Walt Campbell
retires after 35 years with
the university.
Campbell said he loves his job,
but at 65 years old feels it is time
to move on.
"In God's timing I'm just ready
to hand it off to someone else,
someone younger maybe,"
Campbell said. "I just feel it's
time to do some other things and
see what God's got for me."
After graduating from Taylor in
1964, Campbell taught high
school before returning to Taylor
as Wengatz Hall Director in '69.
Since then he has also served as
director of student development
and director of career development, among other jobs. He has
been dean of students for
17 years.
"I'd like to leave with a legacy
of investing my life in other people. And that's what this job
allows me to do on a daily basis
in many different ways.
Mentoring, teaching, the discipline process, speaking, leading
Bible studies, it's what I do all
day long," Campbell said.
"It wasn't until I was a PA
working at Taylor that I realized
how deep Walt Campbell's compassion runs for the student body
here," said Wengatz Assistant
Hall Director Andrew Hess. "He
is not an administrator who is
constantly looking to hold the
law over the students, but is constantly working to develop students into Christ's image and
serving them in any way he can."
Many Taylor community members recognize Campbell's
impact on the university, and
agree that he will be missed.
According to senior Katie
Bierdeman, "He's so involved in
students’ lives and he's so
excited about it. It's what he's
‘Campbell’ cont’d page 2
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Ring downs move
from hall to wing
also include cake, sparkling
grape juice and prayer time.
"We can do more creative
things [with wing downs]," said
esidence halls exchanged Stacey Hansen, PA of Third East
ring downs for wing downs, Olson. "We can make it unique to
shifting focus to a life long com- each girl. They are starting a new
mitment to marriage instead of part of their life and we
want to be able to support
the proposal story or the ring.
Olson, English, Gerig, them individually."
English Hall Director Ann
Swallow and Bergwall Halls
have all participated in ring Snow said, "Part of the reason
downs, which usually occurred we wanted to do it on a smaller
at 11 in the evening. Ring downs scale is because we see that more
began with several women ring- as a way for them to celebrate the
ing a bell in the hall. After every- marriage that's taking place.
one gathered together, a group of When [ring downs are] on an all
girls usually chosen by the hall level it is more of a glorifiengaged woman formed a circle cation of an idea."
Freshman seeing a ring down
and passed around a candle with
the ring. Generally no one knew might feel pressured and think
who was engaged until she blew they need to be engaged before
out the candle. She then told they graduate, according to
her proposal story and displayed Snow. While becoming engaged
before graduating is right in
her ring.
In August the female PAs met some cases, some students have
not prepared
with hall direcfor the comtors
and We can do more creative
Associate Dean things [with wing downs]. mitment of
arriage,
of Students Lori
We can make it unique to m
Snow said.
Holtmann during
"This idea
leadership week- each girl. They are startend. Ring downs ing a new part of their life is seen in
American
were not on the
agenda, but the and we want to be able to c u l t u r e
PAs decided to support them individually. w h i c h
on
address them durStacey Hansen focuses
the ring and
ing a discussion
about marriage. Those present wedding, rather than preparing
unanimously decided to switch for and celebrating the lifelong
from ring downs to wing downs. commitment of marriage,"
Wing downs are similar to ring Moeschberger said.
It is natural for people to be
downs, but are more personal
and include only those who live happy and excited when someon the engaged woman's wing or one becomes engaged, according
floor. The woman can also invite to Gerig Hall Director Caryn
some of her close friends that do Grimstead. Those who are on the
woman's wing, however, will
not live on her floor.
"We feel like we are maintain- know whether the student is truly
ing the tradition, but tweaking it ready for the marriage or not,
so that it is more reflective of she said.
According to the U.S. Census
who we want to be as women,"
Bureau Web site almost 50
Holtmann said.
Olson Hall Director Jennifer percent of marriages end up
Moeschberger said the women in divorce. Grimstead does
who live on an engaged not want her students to be
woman's wing most likely part of this statistic. She wants
know the couple best and to prepare students to know
what they are committing
support them.
Kim Prout, who recently cele- to when becoming engaged.
"I want my students encouragbrated her engagement in a
Second East Olson wing down, ing their engaged friends to go
said, "It seemed to be more on a to premarital counseling. I
personal level. It was just the think we can take [marriage] to
a new level and help friends
girls that I knew really well."
Prout's PAs made a veil out encourage their friends and
of toilet paper for her to help them prepare for their
wear. Wing downs may marriages," Grimstead said.

BY STEPHANIE SNIDER
STAFF WRITER
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‘Boxing’ continued
from page 1
Dr. Donald R. Elder did not
examine the freshman, but upon
hearing his symptoms of dizziness, confusion and ringing in
the ears, said he suffered a concussion. Not realizing the severities of his symptoms, he never
received medical attention.
Administrators also expressed
concern about the dangers of
peer pressure.
At the start of one Penthouse
Fight Night, a few of the spectators told the group they weren't
going to box. At least two of
them boxed after the spectators
chanted their names repeatedly
and lightly taunted them until
they agreed. This also happened
at the Wengatz boxing match.
The freshman with concussion
symptoms didn't want to fight,
but, at a match early on in the
school year, he felt pressured to
box in order for the residents of
Penthouse to accept him.
"I thought it would be fun, but
I wouldn't have normally done
it," he said. "I just wanted to
be accepted."
The spectators chanted his
name until he agreed to box a

resident "shorter than me, but
twice my size."
"I don't think the peer pressure
is so strong you're going to be
rejected for not doing it,"
Ramsland said.
Administrators also fear the
possibility of a lawsuit if a student were to become injured
after being pressured into boxing
against his will.
Walt Campbell, dean of students, said the boxing in
Wengatz and Morris was unacceptable.
"That's not how we treat each
other," he said. "If we didn't
name the name of Christ, then
we'd be in a whole other ball
park. But as soon as we profess
to be Christians, that changes
everything. Then we treat each
other with respect and dignity
and do whatever we can to lift up
other people."
The Life Together Covenant
forbids "any threat of violence,
or physical attack directed
toward another person."
Justin Heth, Morris Hall director, agreed the boxing should
stop. "We're not a boxing gym up
on our floors; we're a residential
living area," he said.
"It's just flat-out dangerous if

“Campbell” continued from page 1
passionate about and it's really
going to be missed."
After retiring, Campbell
plans to remain here for now
as his wife teaches in the
area. His plans include tutoring
some of his wife's students,
working with Habitat for
Humanity, and joining an organization that ministers to those with
cancer and other illnesses.

"I never thought I would be
at Taylor, I never dreamed I
would be here for one day… I
thought we would live by
an ocean or mountain someday,
but when you are where God
wants you to be nothing could be
more
exciting,"
Campbell
said. "It's been an incredible
privilege to invest our lives in
Taylor students."

PAGE 2
you don't have the proper gear,
the proper training and you don't
know how to take punches,"
Heth said. "We can't have that."
However, Heth understood
where the urge to box came
from. "You think of John
Eldridge's Wild at Heart and
that's in us. Every guy who
watches an adventure movie says
'Yes, I want to do that,' but it can
be taken to extremes where guys
are just being stupid."
"I'm all for enjoying life, but
when it starts treading on someone else's territory or hurting
someone else, that's where we
cross the line," Heth said. "I want
guys to live life out, but not to
the extent they're hurting someone else, or their relationship
with Christ."
Heth said the Morris stereotypes are changing.
"Things are changing here in
the Hall. Men are growing," he
said. "I don't want the fight incident that happens every once in a
while to overshadow the things
God's doing here, because God
has moved here."
Ramsland doesn't think the
boxing should stop.
"A huge thing in Wengatz is
bringing guys together. The
whole boxing thing is a huge part
of male bonding," he said.
Ramsland added that the wings
on Wengatz can be very segregated, even to the point of rivalries. "Boxing is a way of transcending that."

Phurst West Sit-a-Thon
29 participants
$89 raised
Winner: Aaron Shapiro
4 hours 46 minutes

We see a future in it for you.
Why, what do you see?
A career in Clinical Psychology and a doctoral degree from George Fox
University is what we’re thinking.
Caring mentoring, Christian worldview, national accreditation
and located in the beautiful Northwest.

Call 800-631-0921
psyd.georgefox.edu
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Taylor students serve in Zambia
BY GLORIA PUDAITE
FEATURES EDITOR

"W

alesa waweme mama
yoyo,"
sang
the
congregation in Lusaka, Zambia.
In Nyanja, a tribal language
spoken in southern Lusaka, the
phrase translates to “God is
good, all the time.”
Joining in the song were
Taylor students Sky Siu, Beth
Mitchell and 2003 graduate Kyle
Satterblom.
After 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. workdays, the group attended
worship services led by one of
their team members, Reverend
Greg Smith.
"The Zambians danced and
moved their bodies, worshipping
God with their whole being,"
said junior Siu.
The mission team consisted
of 10 college pre-med students
and 20 doctors, nurses and
technical staff. During their
working hours, the team
provided medical assistance to
the Zambians.
"People knew that we were
providing free medical care so
they lined up all day," Siu said.
"Every day we saw about 200300 patients."
They were part of Global

Health Outreach, a mission
organization that sends doctors
and dentists to different parts of
the world.
"The goal of the trip was to
set up a clinic in the poorest part
of the capital city (Lusaka) and
provide medical treatment and
diagnoses and give medicine free
of charge," said sophomore
Mitchell.
The mission team took with
them $10,000-worth of medicine
donated by churches and
pharmaceutical
companies
throughout North America.
"Most of the group remained
focused on what we had to do
and were prepared to see how
God would use us," Siu said.
From July 25 to August 8, the
three Taylor students assisted the
pharmacists, packed medicine,
and shadowed the doctors
and dentist.
“A couple of times we were
short of people so the doctors
asked us to do the nurses’ part,”
Siu said. “We interviewed
patients and saw what their
problems were so the doctors
wouldn't have to do that before
they made their diagnosis.”
During the first week of their
arrival, the group worked in a
local clinic in Chawama
village, the poorest suburb

Photo courtesy of Sky Siu

Beth Mitchell, Sky Siu and 2003 graduate Kyle Satterblom stand in front of Victoria Falls in
Zambia after white water rafting down the Zambeze River this past August.

of Lusaka.
“We had a lot of opportunity to witness to people because
we had ‘witness bracelets’ and
people were really curious about
it,” Siu said.
During the last week, the
mission group went sightseeing
in Botswana at Chobe Game

Park. They spent the day riding
on a riverboat watching water
buffaloes, hippos and elephants
pass by. Later they watched
antelopes and gazelles in
the wild.
They were able to visit the
market place and interact with
the locals.
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“I came back and was just
overwhelmed with a sense of
gratitude for what I have,"
Mitchell said. "I am able to see
how God has blessed me. I realized that it is not the stuff I have
that makes me happy, but that I
have Jesus Christ in my life - that
I love him and I serve Him.”
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BY JOSH CANADA
STAFF WRITER

L

ucas Steever arrived in New
Delhi, India on June 18 to be
greeted by the monsoon season
with 90-degree weather. Steever,
a senior living off-campus, took
part in a mission trip where he
spread the gospel and learned
more about the medical field.
“I wanted an opportunity to
investigate medical missions
and see if it's something
I'm interested in,” said Steever,
a Bible and business management major.
He worked with a Missouribased ministry called Christ in
Youth.
This
organization
ministers to youth through
conferences around the country.
It
also
gives
students
opportunities to travel and
minister overseas.
Steever participated in a program that was oriented toward
students interested in the medical
field and gave them an opportunity to experience how medicine can be utilized in missions.
The program lasted for three
weeks from the end of June to
mid-July.
“I have been to India before
on a mission trip and it was great
being back,” Steever said.
Steever’s group worked with

an Indian organization called
Central India Christian Mission,
lead by Dr. Ajai Lall (last
Friday's chapel speaker).
The first night of ministry
Steever had the privilege
of preaching in a small
local church.
“I was humbled to have the
opportunity to preach God's
word in a church of such great
faith,” Steever said.
After a few days of ministry
the group traveled to a small
town on the outskirts of Delhi
and held a medical camp. The
camp consisted of three separate
stations with a doctor or nurse in
charge of each. Steever and
other college students observed
and assisted the doctors.
“We learned how to listen for
various symptoms with the
stethoscope and how to check
for other symptoms that
are usually indicative of certain
illnesses,” Steever said. “We
also learned a little about
the different medicines and
which ones to prescribe for the
various illnesses.”
When the first camp was over
the group departed on a 36-hour
train ride and a four-hour jeep
ride to Darjeeling, India, near
the Himalayas. On the way
they encountered a landslide.
Fortunately, no one was injured
and the group made it safely
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Photo courtesy of Lucas Steever

Senior Lucas Steever stands with Sanjeev and Dr. Paul, two members of the Central India
Christian Mission, at a train station in Damoh, India in July. Sanjeev, a pharmacist, and Dr. Paul, a
doctor, bid their goodbyes before the team headed back to the U.S.

to its destination.
In Darjeeling the group held
two more medical camps and a
Vacation Bible School. A few
days later, the group traveled
closer to the India/Bhutan
border and set up several more
camps and Bible studies.
Afterwards, they went to Bhutan

to see a Buddhist temple. The
group then traveled back to Agra
to
see
the
magnificent
Taj Mahal.
“I'm usually not in awe of
architecture, but this structure
was beyond compare, and the
love story behind it adds some
extra appeal,” Steever said.

Steever was thankful for the
experience.
“The trip was an extraordinary
opportunity to learn, to be used,
and to grow,” he said. “I pray
that the people in India were as
blessed from our presence as we
were from theirs.”

youths. It also influenced his personal growth.
“Being in full-time ministry,
it forced me to press on in my
walk with the Lord and to use
what He taught me in my interactions
with
others,”
Enarson said.
During the 15 months he
worked with Sold Out, Enarson
traveled to Israel three times with
Sold Out youth ministers. He
met with many ministry
opportunities as he and his crew
interacted with youth.
“I focused on relationship
building and focused on one-onone discipleship,” Enarson said.
Enarson and his brother also
took an independent mission trip
to Turkey. While there, the two
men shared their testimonies
with citizens, including some
Kurdish people. Enarson recalled
a conversation he and his brother
had with two Kurdish men on a

train. The Kurds, whose culture
is suppressed by a Turkish
majority, often seek different
lifestyles from their Turkish
neighbors. Despite poverty and a
low social standing, the men
were excited to hear about Jesus
and his gift of salvation.
“They're so much richer than
the
affluent
Americans,”
Enarson said.
Enarson's experiences in the
mission field led to a conclusion.
“It affirmed in my heart that I
want to give my life to
missions,” he said.
Even though the decision was
not easy, Enarson said he's
confident he is following
God's direction.
“I was in a place where God
could stretch me most. Now at
Taylor, he is bringing me to a
season to re-equip me in my
calling and vision for the future,”
Enarson said.

Enarson takes year off for mission field
BY JOE DARLING
STAFF WRITER

G

raduates usually remember
their college experiences for
the rest of their lives. The
memories that have left the
greatest impact on senior Dan
Enarson, however, weren't at
Taylor but on the mission field in
Chicago, Israel and Turkey.
After finishing his sophomore
year at Taylor in the spring of
2002, Enarson decided he was
ready for a change and looked
into opportunities to serve in the
mission field. He was interested
in full-time ministry.
“I sensed God leading me in a
direction where I needed practical ministering,” Enarson said.
Shortly after the school year
ended, Enarson learned of a nonprofit group called Sold Out

Photo courtesy of Dan Enarson

Dan Enarson (far left) and his bother Tim (second to right), on a
train from Istanbul to Diyarbakir, witness to two Kurdish men.

Ministries based in Chicago.
The organization offered him a
job as a young adult leader for a
thriving youth ministry. Enarson
accepted the position. His tasks
included organizing small groups

and leading Bible studies.
“It was really a dynamic
place,” Enarson said. “I really
feel that God was moving there.”
Enarson's ministry reached
hundreds
of
Chicago-area
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“The meeting of two personalities is like the contact of two chemical substances: if there is any reaction, both are transformed.”
-Carl Jung

Taylor admin does not ignore
BY WALT CAMPBELL
DEAN OF STUDENTS

T

he article in
last week's
Echo called
"TU admin
ignores students," need
not receive a
response to all the issues, however I will respond to the writer.

I have talked with him personally, which I would encourage all
writers to do to get the facts
straight before making allegations. All the issues identified in
the article went through rigorous
discussions in open forums,
some in student-faculty committee meetings, and all with considerable student input. I know
that Taylor University administrators give great weight to student opinion, yet in the final

Letter to the Editor

analysis may not agree to all pro- thought through with all sides
posal changes due to a multitude well represented. I am not
always happy with some deciof reasons.
s i o n s
I see the
I see the administration
either.
administration strug- struggle, pray for wisdom and However, I
gle, pray for
argue for hours over these r e a l i z e
why deciwisdom and
issues, and come up with
sions are
argue for
made and
hours over
decisions that are well
do my best
these issues,
thought through...
to support
and come
up with decisions that are well and defend them. I also realize it

is a lot to ask students to trust us
to be fair and to be good stewards of university resources.
If a student proposal isn't
agreed upon and implemented, I
do not think that students are
necessarily being ignored. A lot
of time, prayer and thoughtfulness goes into decision making
as many of you know who
serve on student decision
making teams.
Thanks for listening.

Letter to the Editor

No mourning in US? Athletes desire student
H

as mulitculturalism gone so
far that now we can't even
mourn for the loss of innocent
American citizens?
I realize that in college it isn't
fashionable to be patriotic and
my husband has sometimes
accused me of being a bit too
much of a flag-waver. But
whether you agree with the
United State's current foreign
policies or not, what does that
have to do with the atrocities of
Sept. 11, 2001? I believe that
rather than representing a more
compassionate and Christ-like
attitude, Mr. Amico shows a disregard for human life and a lack
of understanding of the significance of the terrorist attacks on
our country.
The attacks on Sept. 11 were
not just an attack on the inhabitants of those buildings and airplanes, but an attack on what we
symbolize to the world. By recognizing the importance of this
assault on American ideals and
supporting our country in the
pursuit to make our citizens and
way of life more secure, I believe
that we are in fact working
toward eliminating situations
like that in Rwanda. While I
would never claim that America
is God's chosen country, I do
believe that our country symbolizes many godly principles. The
equality of mankind, the rule of
law and justice for all, are just a

few of these principles. True, the
practice of these principles are
much messier and less clear-cut
than the principles themselves
but isn't that true for all of us? As
Paul says, "For I have the desire
to do what is good, but I cannot
carry it out" (Romans 7:18). Just
as the world loves to point to the
moral weaknesses of Christians
and say that we are hypocrites, it
seems all the rage to point to
America’s shortcomings, and
they are many, and say we have
no right to stand in judgment
over the injustices and atrocities
of others.
I don't think this is true in
either case. We must work
toward improving ourselves and
our country in order to redeem
the world in which we live. If we
allow freedom to be lost on our
own shores, how can we attempt
to secure it for others? I believe
that God would call us to have
compassion and take action
when possible for the loss of any
life including the Rwandans who
have been slaughtered by
rival tribes.
By remembering Sept. 11, we
aren't just remembering those
who lost their lives that day, we
are reminding ourselves that
freedom can so quickly slip
away, or even worse, be stolen
from us. Compassion must be
coupled with justice.
By Amy Spiegel

support, publicity
O

n Tuesday night at 7 p.m.,
the Taylor womens’ soccer
team took on Indiana Wesleyan
University. Everyone knows
where IWU is located and it is
only about 20 minutes away
from campus and yet I felt that
the game was not publicized at
all, by anyone. This is not an article about critiquing our win/loss
columns. I feel that there should
have been a huge fan base support for any team going to IWU's
campus as well as home games.
We as athletes sometimes don't
get noticed a lot for our hard
work. Some teams might get a
lot of recognition while others
get none. All of our athletes, I
believe, work very hard to be
competitive in athletics. I think
that it is the student body's job to
support those teams by showing
up to games and actually cheering them on.
What I have come to realize is
that sometimes these sporting
events don't get recognized
because people don't market
them to the campus. I feel that
we need to get some sort of
announcement going out to the
whole entire campus that there is
a game at home, or in Tuesday's
case, a game at IWU. It is not
entirely the school's fault but
sometimes the athletes them-

selves need to take charge by You never know, it could be a
hanging posters, flyers, campus good time. Just keep in mind
wide emails and by word of what actually goes on behind the
mouth. The student life hand- scenes of college athletics and
book and Odyssey just don’t cut how much work is actually
involved.
it
because
All of our athletes, I
One last
that's how I
we
found
out believe, work very hard to thing,
about
the be competitive in athletics. have a huge
rivalry with
game at 7:45
p.m. Tuesday I think that it is the student IWU and we
night.
body's job to support those need to show
them up at
Thanks for
teams by showing up to every chance
coming out
we get. I
to the sportgames and actually
would highly
ing events for
cheering them on.
recommend
all you who
are faithful to the athletes here at going to IWU on Oct. 8 at 7 p.m.
Taylor. Those of you who sit to support your mens’ soccer
around in your rooms and never team. Let's show them why we
come out to support your ath- are the best school in the area.
letes, you might want to just try. By Matt Wiseman

Letter s to the Editor
Letters to the Editor must be received by 6 p.m. on Wednesday
and be 425 words or less in order to be published in the coming Friday’s issue. Letters should include daytime telephone
and signature. You can write us off-campus at: The Echo,
Taylor University, 236 W. Reade Ave., Upland, IN 469891001. On-campus at: The Echo, Rupp Communications
Building, or via e-mail: echo@tayloru.edu.
The opinions expressed in Letters to the Editor do not necessarily represent The Echo or its staff or Taylor University.
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“All art, good, bad, indifferent, reflects its culture.
Great art transcends its culture and touches on that which is eternal.”
-Madeleine L’Engle

‘Dirty Pretty’ is not seductive, but uneven
BY LIZ BOLTZ
A&E CRITIC

H

ere in the United States,
Dirty Pretty Things is
being advertised as a seductive
thriller, but that is not at all what
this recent British import turns
out to be.
The poster features a carefully
shaded Audrey Tautou (the star
of Amelie) staring over her
shoulder as if daring someone to
take a closer look.
However, Tautou's character
Senay, a Turkish immigrant in
London who illegally seeks work
as a cleaner in a hotel, is anything but sly and seductive.
Rather, she is reserved, nervous,
and uneasy.
She is the focus of the attentions of Okwe (Chewitel Ejiofor,
the translator from Amistad), a
Nigerian illegal immigrant on the
run from a mysterious past.
When he is not driving taxis or
hanging out in a morgue with his
only friend, who works there, he
works nights in the same hotel as
Senay, doing whatever might
need to be done around the hotel.
One night, that includes unclogging a toilet.
To his horror, the item doing
the blocking is nothing other
than a human heart. Thus begins
an adventure story of trying to
figure out just what is happening
in the hotel, and what shady
business is going on under the
sleazy employer's nose.
The best parts of the movie
include the true-to-life dialogue
between characters and the
chance to see a perspective rarely

portrayed in films. How often
have you seen movies about illegal immigrants in London?
Ejiofor plays a memorable part
as Okwe, the doctor forced by
circumstances to live as a fugitive. His performance alone
made the movie.
However, Dirty Pretty Things
had some pretty noticeable
flaws. Despite some good dialogue, not all of the characters
are believable. Their situations
are desperate, but I found myself
wondering if the extremes they
were willing to go to were truly
necessary. A few plot holes were
troubling, but to name them
would give away too much of the
plot. Any casual viewer would
probably catch them.
Also, I was disturbed by some
of the images in the movie. I
thought they could have been
done more tactfully, but were
instead used to attract certain
audiences. The violence and sexuality of Dirty were necessary
for the plot, but not necessary for
the telling of the story.
If you're looking for a movie
that deals with illegal immigration in a more realistic manner, I
recommend 2000's Bread and
Roses starring Oscar winner
Adrien Brody, Pilar Padilla, and
George Lopez. Dirty Pretty
Things was interesting, but I'd
save a trip to Ft. Wayne or
Indianapolis for a different film
on limited release. This one will
work fine as a rental.
LIZZY’S GRADE:
C+
***Rated R for language, disturbing images and sexuality.

BY NEVILLE G. KISER
A & E EDITOR

I

f there's one good thing
about the movie Dirty Pretty
Things, it's this: I've never seen
anything like it before.
Sometimes, that can be a very
good thing, but in this case, the
movie doesn't quite hit the mark.
Despite some terrific performances and remarkable characters,
the movie’s two under-developed
plots hinder it from becoming
anything great.
First, Dirty Pretty Things is a
mystery, centered around the
unusual events occurring at a
prestigious, upscale London
hotel. Within the first 10 minutes
of the film, the hotel's nightshift
receptionist Okwe, played to
unflinching
perfection
by
Chiwetel Ejiofor, stumbles
across something rather strange
in Room 510. The toilet is
clogged, and water is quickly
flooding the bathroom floor. To
his surprise, Okwe looks closely
and realizes that it's a human
heart. Yes, you read right, a
human heart!
Obviously, one would assume
that some kind of a murder has
been committed. But what about
the actual body itself? Why kill
someone, cut out his heart (pardon the details), flush it down the
toilet and then dispose of the
heartless body (no pun intended)
on your way out? Rather than
explaining the details that follow,
let me just say this was one of the
many plot holes evident in Dirty.
Second, the movie is a sad,
repressed love story between

Concert Up Close: Mates of State
LEFT: Thanks
to
the
Integration of Faith and
Culture (IFC) cabinet,
Mates of State, the married
musical duo, performed
Tuesday evening in the
Union to a full house.
While Kori Gardner’s fingers danced on the ivory
organ keys, her husband
Jason Hammel drummed
away lucidly, both becoming one with their music.
Photo by Matt Wissman

Photo courtesy of imdb.com

Okwe (Chewitel Ejiofor) and Senay (Audrey Tatou) exchange an
illegal glance in the London import film Dirty Pretty Things.

Senay (played by Amelie's
sweetheart Audrey Tatou, in a
very different kind of role) and
Okwe. Senay is an illegal
Muslim immigrant, while Okwe
is an ex-Nigerian doctor, who's
living and working illegally in
the country, thanks to a confusingly sad and difficult past.
Unlike the previously reviewed
Matchstick Men, which juggled
several sub-plots magnificently,
Dirty Pretty Things never quite
makes either one of its stories
worth the audience's time. The
characters are engaging, particularly Ejiofor, who deserves
Oscar-consideration for his concentrated, yet emotionally-delicate performance, but that isn't
enough to save the movie.

How the story goes from its
opening scene to its bizarre and
squeamishly funny, yet disturbing finale is beyond me. As I sat
there during this particular scene
I wondered, ‘Is this supposed to
be this funny?’
Director Stephen Frears, who
gave us the ruthlessly funny and
shocking High Fidelity a few
years back, deserves some credit
for taking on a movie as challenging and risky as this one.
Sadly though, great performances, slick camera work and solid
direction can't save this movie's
uneven, underdeveloped and
extremely holey plot.
NEVILLICIOUS’
GRADE:

Earn $1,000 - $2,000 for your Student Group
in just 3 hours!
College fundraising made Simple, Safe and Free.
Multiple fundraising options available. No carwashes. No raffles. Just success!
Fundraising dates are filling quickly. Get with the programs that work!

Your Trusted Source for College Fundraising.

888-923-3238 • www.campusfundraiser.com
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“I really don’t like to talk about money. All I can say is that the Good Lord must have wanted me to have it.”
-Larry Bird

Chalk one up in the win column
T

BY JUSTIN POTTS
SPORTS EDITOR

he Anaheim Angels had
the rally monkey last
year on the way to a World
Series Championship. Taylor
football had a monkey on its
back - until last week.
The team picked up its first
win of the season last
Saturday in a convincing 3414
pounding
of
Iowa
Wesleyan.
Things looked good from
the get-go as the Taylor
defense
stopped
Iowa
Wesleyan's offense in three
plays on the first series of the
game. The offense then
responded with a 12-play 67yard drive, capped off by an
Aaron Sams one-yard touchdown dive.
"That first defensive series
was very important to set the
momentum and the tone of
the ballgame," coach Steve
Wilt said. "You always want
to have a good start and not
put yourself in a hole, and
that's what we did."
Iowa Wesleyan took the
ball 69 yards to the Taylor
seven-yard line, but failed to
convert a 24-yard field goal.
Taylor defensive back Evan
Hutson picked it up and ran
58 yards to the IWU 32-yard
line.
When Taylor was forced to
punt on its next possession,
Ben Flossie knocked the ball
loose with a big hit on the
return man. Josh Staley
recovered the fumble at the
13-yard line. IWU kept
Taylor out of the end zone,
forcing a 20-yard field goal
by Robby Smith.
"Ben's play was a big one,"
Wilt said. "He's a guy that
fits his role very well. He
loves contributing and he's a
fierce competitor. He's really
exciting to watch and coach."
Just before the half, Taylor
seized another opportunity
and put the game out of
reach. Staley forced a fumble
on the 37-yard line and Jeff
Walton
found
Cory
Neuenschwander down the
left sideline for a 30-yard

Photo by Matt Wissman

Quarterback Jeff Walton eludes an Iowa Wesleyan defender on
his way to a 37-yard rushing performance.

Photo by Matt Wissman

Kicker Robby Smith kicks off after a Taylor score. Smith made
field goals of 20 and 40 yards last Saturday.

Trojans pick up first win of the season

Photo by Matt Wissman

Jeff Walton and Cory Neuenschwander celebrate their touchdown connection with their teammates in last week’s 34-14 victory.

touchdown pass.
Taylor took a 17-0 lead into
the locker room.
"I thought we did a good
job of controlling the ball
throughout the game," Wilt
said. "Ball possession is a
good defense because we can
control the clock and it gives
our defense a rest."

Taylor got on the scoreboard again early in the second half, with a 40-yard field
goal by Smith to put the team
up 20-0.
A few possessions later,
Taylor got the ball on Iowa
Wesleyan’s 49-yard line and
drove 23 yards. Walton then
found Bryan Jackson in the

endzone for a 26-yard touchdown pass.
The offense still wasn’t finished, putting together a nine
play, 72-yard scoring drive.
Wes Krider hooked up with
Sams for a 56-yard touchdown pass to go ahead 34-7.
“I was really pleased with
our offensive performance,”

Wilt said. “We mixed up our
plays and established a run
game and kept them on their
heels all game.”
Tomorrow Taylor travels to
Quincy College for its first
league game. Quincy (2-3)
lost to two nationally ranked
teams and an NCAA Divisoin
1-AA team, Southern Illinois.
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“You have to perform at a consistently higher level than others. That’s the mark of a true professional.”
-Joe Paterno

Trojan CC
optomistic
about year

T

BY ANDREW SLATE
STAFF WRITER

o outsiders, the prospects for
the 2003 Trojan cross country team may not have looked
very appealing. With the loss of
seven seniors as well as AllAmerican Bret Grover, who's to
blame them? However, the
Trojans are optimistic about
what has already proven to
be a different team and a
different year.
This year's team consists of
eight members as opposed to last
year's squad of 14. Andrew
Burgess is the lone senior.
Not being as deep as last year
has its disadvantages, but
Burgess and sophomore Josh
Edgerton have already seen
the benefits.
“We're a lot more focused than
last year as a smaller team
because we're closer,” Edgerton
said. “Having fewer guys has
made each of us realize that we
have to step it up.”
Edgerton overcame an injuryfilled freshman year and summer
to make an immediate impact for
the Trojans. He was only able to
run at three meets last fall, and
was sidelined for nearly two
months this summer because of
tendonitis in his left knee. His
only training options were a stationary bike and a swimming
pool, and the focus on his cardiovascular
development
has
proved worthwhile. He broke his
personal record in the first meet.
“The training on the bike this
summer paid off,” Edgerton said.
“I'm running better than I ever
have in my life.”
The Trojans also return Lance
Vanderberg,
who
finished
seventh at Regionals last year
and qualified for Nationals.
Track coach Ted Bowers
assumed the head coaching position while Troy Friedersdorf
stepped down to assistant coach.
The Trojans have already had
two meets this fall. The team finished sixth out of 17 teams at the
Indiana Intercollegiate meet.
Despite the smaller team, the
Trojans see qualifying for
Nationals as an attainable goal.

Star humbly leads Trojans
T

BY JUSTIN POTTS
SPORTS EDITOR

he calls and letters kept coming, steadily and repeatedly,
but Linsey Taatjes humbly
shrugged them aside. Her mind
was set. She knew from day one
where she wanted to play college
ball. The letters and calls from
other schools were just icing on
the cake.
“I knew I wanted to go to
Taylor since my freshman year in
high school,” Taatjes said. “I
wanted to go to a Christian college and my brother played basketball here. I told my coach my
sophomore year [when schools
were taking interest] that if they
weren't a Christian school I
didn't want to talk to them.”
Strong sentiment for someone
who didn't even start playing
volleyball until seventh grade.
Taatjes' natural ability paved the
way for the quick rise from firsttime player in seventh grade to
becoming the first in her high
school’s volleyball history to
make varsity as a freshman.
By her junior year, Taatjes led
Grand Rapids Forest Hills
Northern to a state championship. A year later, she was
named Miss Volleyball for the
state of Michigan, the ultimate
individual award for a volleyball
player in the state. She led her
team to an 81-1 record, the only
loss coming in the state finals.
Taatjes' accomplishments
didn't stop there, however. She
followed through with her signing of a letter of intent to play
volleyball at Taylor. She left the
prestige of the University of
Michigan, Michigan State and
Penn State, to name a few, for the
cornfields of central Indiana.
“I didn't want to go to a division
one school," Taatjes said. "I didn't want to go to a school just for
volleyball. If volleyball didn't
work out, I wanted to actually
like the school too.”
She learned about Taylor
through her brother. She knew of
the Taylor volleyball program’s
history of success.
The way the calm and reserved
Taatjes saw it, choosing Taylor
over prominent division one
schools served as a good witness
of her faith.

“The Lord brought her here, and he’s blessing her while she’s here.”
-Coach Fincannon

Photo by Matt Wissman

Freshman Linsey Taatjes brings big-time talent to an already talent-filled team.

“It was a really good way to
share my faith," Taatjes said.
"Everyone was asking me why I
didn't go to a division one school
since I was Miss Volleyball, so
when I told them that I was a
Christian and wanted to go to a
Christian school, it was a way to
get my testimony out.”
The season she is having as a
freshman speaks volumes about
the talent Taatjes brings to the
Taylor program.
“She’s coming into a program
where there is already a lot of talent,” Taylor coach Angie
Fincannon said. “So far she’s
having the kind of season that
[NAIA First
Team
AllAmerican] Kim Martin had last
year. And she’s only a
freshman.”
Taatjes’ talent was noticed
early by Fincannon and her signing marked a defining moment of
the volleyball program.
“I was very thrilled to have her
say ‘I want to play with you,’”
Fincannon
said.
“I started
recruiting her two years ago and

when I met her during her sophomore year I was surprised at
how good and mature she was.”
Both Fincannon and Taatjes
hold a humble attitude about
what her presence on the team
means. Taatjes is more willing to
talk about the team and the relationship it shares together in
Christ. Fincannon is reluctant to
shine praise on her star, fearing it
will overshadow the team.
Nevertheless, there’s no hiding what Taatjes’ skills mean to
this program. The freshman has
played years above her age and
the possibilities are endless.
Through 24 games so far,
Taatjes leads the Mid-Central
Conference in both kills and hitting percentage.
“She’s been everything I knew
she’d be,” Fincannon said. “I’ve
watched her grow and develop as
a player the past two years. She’s
already very talented and I
expect her to get better.”
Even in the spotlight, Taatjes
would rather talk about the team
than her own accomplishments.

During the preseason, Taatjes
met and became friends with the
rest of the team, something that
has helped her through the
adjustment of college.
“By the time classes started, I
wasn’t nervous at all,” Taatjes
said. “I was already best friends
with the girls on the team. I love
how we’re all centered around
Christ. That’s something I
wouldn’t have had at a Division
one school.”
Taatjes cites the preseason trip
to Puerto Rico as a life-changing
trip in which she and the team
grew in numerous ways.
“We didn’t get to do a lot of
mission’s work, but the team
really changed and bonded,”
she said. “I really think that we
have so many talented players
that if we’re all playing well
together we can be unstoppable.”
The team has played some of
the best in the nation and Taatjes’
talent and experience is growing
each game. The recognition is
mounting up just like the recruiting letters two years ago.

